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Introduction 

Handling a portfolio of high-value corporate customers, especially in areas such as computer services and 
software, solution consulting or logistics comes with many challenges. Advanced interpersonal skills, keen 
business acumen and the ability to liaise and strategise with numerous stakeholders such as sales, technical 
and engineering professionals and multiple levels of customer influencers make Customer Account 
Management a challenge every day. So how can you thrive and build a loyal portfolio of satisfied customers 
who are ready for further business development? 

The one-day course is aimed at currently operating Customer Account Managers, and takes your activities a 
step further into areas such as how to categorise your customers, where to focus your valuable time and 
resources and how to plan and develop your customer base with the objective of create a fan-base of delighted 
customers that increase the bottom-line ROI of your organisation. 

Why Attend this Course? 

The Advanced Client Account Management one-day course is for you if you want to:- 

 better understand the needs and requirements of your customers, and how to fulfil them; 

 correctly identify and categorise your customers and position them for further business growth; 

 transform relationships between your fulfilment and deliverable teams, sales, your customers and you, and 

 become the trusted partner of your customers through advanced stakeholder management skills. 

 

Course Agenda* 

Subject Description 

The Vital Importance of Customer Account 
Management 

How your customers view your organisation and YOU. 

What is truly important to customers?  

6 levels of service, and where you should be.  

How you unconsciously jeopardise business relationships and how to fix it. 

Skills to Manage your Customers The most essential attributes of a customer account manager. 

Methods to build effective customer relations.  

Building a good, responsive team back in the office.  

Cultural and international considerations. 

Where to Concentrate your Resources How close should you be to your customers?  

What do they really want? 

Planning for Growth What is a key account? 

Identifying your key accounts. 

How to categorise and correctly focus on your customer base. 

Q&A and Close Discussion and Q&A 

*all subjects will be covered, however the presenter may modify, or emphasise some topics depending on the skills and experience of the 

attendees. 
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About the Presenter 

 

Colin Millward MBA PMP® CRP is a management consultant, trainer and presenter with a thirty year 
background leading financial computer systems implementations and other corporate projects in the 
UK, Middle East, United States and the Asia-Pacific region. He has held senior account management 
and engagement management posts several times as well as divisional leadership roles. Colin founded 
and developed the Business Evaluation Centre, a Singapore-based company and the Official Asia-
Pacific Partner of the ROI Institute, over many years. He regularly conducts management training at a 
senior level globally. 

Colin is a Certified ROI Practitioner (CRP) with the ROI Institute, holds a Masters Degree in Business 
Administration, an Advanced Masters Certification in Applied Project Management and a PMP® 
accreditation with the Project Management Institute. He is also a Principal Mediator with the 
Singapore Mediation Centre, where he works with corporations and entities to resolve complex 
business disputes where communication has broken down and negotiations proven ineffective. 

Testimonials 

We have hundreds of testimonials. Here are just a few from our many courses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Very good back and 
forth between concepts 
and real life examples. 
Best training ever...”  
Geoffrey Lherpiniere - 
Societe Generale,   

Hong Kong 

I really enjoyed the 
training program last 
week. Your 
presentation is 
absolutely excellent..” 
Steven Lim – China 
Bosun, Hong Kong 

 

Colin is a disciplined but 
friendly and knowledgeable. 
He definitely has whatever it 
takes to be one of the best 
instructors I have ever had.” 

Le Do Tuan Khawh - Gemalto 
Pte. Ltd. Singapore 

 

The course is 
extremely interactive 
and the knowledge 
obtained from this is 
priceless.”   

Taha Shamim – SWIFT 
Malaysia 

 

I would like to express my sincere thanks for your valuable training session.  You have inspired the team by taking the effort to explain 
the importance and relevance before showing the application of the technique.”  
Kristi Kee – Business Manager, LEO Pharma Singapore 

 


